Introduction
Rao, Rodabaugh, Wilke and Zemmer have discovered a new class of translation planes [7] called C-planes and proved that they were not isomorphic to generalized Andre" planes.
In [3] Kenneth Lueder considered the full collineation groups of planes corresponding to C-systems which are derivations. The aim of this paper is to determine the full collineation group of the C-plane corresponding to the C-system 1-1 [7,p .80] which is not a derivation. This plane has the following interesting properties:
(1) the translation complement divides the ideal points into two orbits of lengths 10 and 16 and it is of order 7680;
(2) the translation complement contains a subgroup isomorphic to SL (2, 5) and hence one of the exceptional Walker's planes of order 25 [4,p,244] is indeed the C-plane corresponding to the C-system 1-1 discovered in 1969.
Further the translation complement also contains subgroups isomorphic to the quarternion group.
We note that the properties (1) and (2) above overlap with some properties deduced in a paper of Ostrom [70] , but the spirit of this paper is entirely different from that of Ostrom [70] . The scheme of this paper is such that no result of this paper can be omitted, if we want to prove Theorems 3.8 and 3.9, which were not covered by Ostrom [70] .
2. Description of the C-plane corresponding to the C-system 1-1
In Addition on F is defined component-wise and the multiplication • on F is defined by:
where M(x,y) is the unique matrix in the above 1-spread set with the first row (x,y).
Let T be the linear transformation given by on F. Let G = < xT -x |x £ F'> where F' = F -{(0,0)}. Following the procedure of [7] , the 1-spread set C over GF (5) for the C-system 1-1 is 0 4 a~a 0 a n d 1.
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where G = <M ,M > which is isomorphic to the quaternion group. Note that G consists of matrices M., 1 < i < 8 in table 1. points is given by:
Some collineations of the C-plane
Its action on the ideal The group of all collineations that fix the ideal points 0,25 and 
'-{[I S]|"
The groups H and L are isomorphic to the quaternion group.
LEMMA 3.4.
The group K of all collineations which fix the ideal points 0 and 25 is given by {J,H) and is of order 768.
Proof.
Any collineation 6 that fixes the ideal points 0 and 25 is of the form 6 = for some A,B £ GL (2, 5) . Proof. See [8] .
LEMMA 3.7.
Any collineation of -n that fixes the ideal point 25 also fixes the ideal point 0.
Suppose u is a collineation that fixes the ideal point 25 and moves the ideal point 0 onto the ideal point r.
In view of Lemma 3.5 there is no loss of generality if we suppose r = 1. The 1-spread set C satisfies the condition that -M € C whenever M € C.
Taking M = NL, we find that M + M. ? C. Now the lemma follows from Lemma 3.6. 
